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April 12, 2022

P.O. Box 995

Haines, Alaska

907-766-2571

Subject: Lutak Dock Phase 3 Development

Dear Borough Manager, Clerk, and Assembly Members,

I am writing in support of Borough development of shipping facilities at Lutak Dock,
BUT I OPPOSE Phase 3. While dock improvements and maintenance are long
overdue, I do not support building an additional elevated platform that will allow it to
service ships such as those needed to ship out ore from the Yukon or other industrial
goods. I do not want ore trucks running through Haines or giant ships at our ports. To
me this clashes with our rural quality of life and the reason so many choose to live in
Haines. I do not want a terminal or any location that stores ore containers here,
risking our health and safety and that of our watershed and salmon habitat when they
are moved around. I do not want the Borough making plans with Yukon Mining before
there is ample public discussion and input ahead of time and throughout the dock
renovation/construction process.

Please add these comments to the public record for tonight’s assembly meeting.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Molly Sturdevant
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April 12, 2022

P.O. Box 995

Haines, Alaska

907-766-2571



Subject: Lutak Dock Phase 3 Development



Dear Borough Manager, Clerk, and Assembly Members,



I am writing in support of Borough development of shipping facilities at Lutak Dock, BUT I OPPOSE Phase 3. While dock improvements and maintenance are long overdue, I do not support building an additional elevated platform that will allow it to service ships such as those needed to ship out ore from the Yukon or other industrial goods. I do not want ore trucks running through Haines or giant ships at our ports. To me this clashes with our rural quality of life and the reason so many choose to live in Haines. I do not want a terminal or any location that stores ore containers here, risking our health and safety and that of our watershed and salmon habitat when they are moved around. I do not want the Borough making plans with Yukon Mining before there is ample public discussion and input ahead of time and throughout the dock renovation/construction process.



Please add these comments to the public record for tonight’s assembly meeting.



Thank you.



Sincerely,

Molly Sturdevant


